
#2 Jay Pagan vs. #15 Chris Palmer 
 

Pagan picks up a nice early pot for 250 chips.  
 
Pagan now down against palmer. 1.5 to 1 advantage.  
 
Pagan and Palmer shifting chips around. Neither has been able to gain much ground. Good tight matchup. 
 
Haven’t seen many big pots from Pagan and Palmer. Palmer takes a 300 chip pot with QQ.  
 
3 bet from Pagan pre flop. Palmer considers but lays it down not willing to give up a slight chip lead.  
 
Pagan and Palmer with a small pot and a A J 2 board. Small bet from palmer. Too much for Pagan and he lays it 
down. 
 
For the last 18 minutes pagan and palmer have done nothing. I don’t even enjoy writing this recap. Just a bunch of 
nothing. This might go another hour.  
 
Pagan and Palmer just keep shifting blinds. Snooze fest still. Solid play from both guys but neither has made a 
move.  
 
Pagan with a nice pair of 10s takes down the biggest pot of the match for 800 chips and has a massive 1.5 to 1 
advantage.  
 
Pagan and Palmer pot of 300. 8 4 Q board. Pagan checks. Palmer bets 150 and pagan folds. Hovering around even 
stacks 
 
Pagan and Palmer are now chatting with each other about why their match is going so long. They’re both confused, 
but someone should tell them it’s cause no one is betting!  
 
Another small pot of 260. Taken down by palmer with a pair of 7s. Still even stacks 32 minutes in.  
 
Palmer and Pagan 370 chip pot. J 9 7 board. Palmer checks. Pagan bets 195. Palmer calls. 4 on the turn. 2 
diamonds. Both players check. 6 on the river. Palmer with the bet of 60 into a pot of 760 and pagan folds. No hand 
better describes this match.  
 
After 35 minutes of nothing we have a big moment! Both players in with a flop of 2 8 8. A couple of reraises and 
both players find themselves all in with Palmer having a slight chip advantage. Pagan flips over 8 5 for trip 8s, but 
Palmer one ups him by flipping over J 8 for a better kicker! 7 hits on the turn and 3 on the river. Palmer’s kicker 
holds up and in a stunning moment takes down the match and moves on to the second round!  
 


